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ABSTRACT

Science is changing. Computers, high-speed communication, and new technologies have
created new ways of conducting research. Researchers from different disciplines are pro-
cessing and analyzing increasingly large volumes of scientific data. This kind of research
requires that the scientists have access to tools that can handle large amounts of data, en-
able access to vast computational resources, and support the collaboration of large teams
of scientists. This thesis focuses on tools that help support scientific collaboration.

Workflows and provenance have proven useful in supporting scientific collaboration. Work-
flows provide a formal specification of processes for scientific experiments, and provenance
offers a model for documenting data and process dependencies. Together, they enable the
creation of tools that can support collaboration through the life-cycle of scientific exper-
iments, from specification of processes for scientific experiments to validation of results.
However, existing models for workflows and provenance are often specific to particular
tasks and tools. This makes it difficult to analyze the history of data that has been gen-
erated over several application areas by different tools. Moreover, designing workflows
is time-consuming, often requires extensive knowledge of the tools involved, and may re-
quire collaboration with researchers with different expertise. This thesis addresses these
problems.

Our first contribution is a study of the differences between two approaches to interoper-
ability between provenance models: direct data conversion and mediation. We perform
a case study where we integrate three different provenance models using the mediation
approach, and show the advantages compared to data conversion. Our second contribu-
tion serves to support workflow design by allowing multiple users to concurrently design
workflows. Current workflow tools do not allow users to work simultaneously on the same
workflow. We propose a method that uses the provenance of workflow evolution to enable
real-time collaborative design of workflows. Our third contribution considers supporting
workflow design by reusing existing workflows. Workflow collections for reuse are avail-
able, but more efficient methods for generating summaries of search results are needed.
We explore new summarization strategies that consider the workflow structure.

This work has been supported by CUGS (National Graduate School in Computer Science).
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Linköpings universitet
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The focus of this thesis is on improving scientific collaboration through the
use of workflows and provenance. This chapter introduces and summarizes
this work.

1.1 Motivation

The main goal for this thesis is to provide infrastructure that supports and
promotes scientific collaboration. Recently, the need for scientists to col-
laborate in large and data-intensive scientific projects has become increas-
ingly important. Large scale science projects processes and analyzes large
amounts of data that involve large teams of cooperating researchers. In order
to cope with this, new infrastructure needs to be developed [SPG05]. This
thesis builds on two concepts that are important to scientific collaboration:
workflows and provenance.

A workflow is a description of a complex process and contains a set of
tasks together with their control and data dependencies. A workflow assem-
bles a set of tasks into more complex tasks. A workflow that describes a
scientific experiment is called a scientific workflow. Scientific workflows can
be designed in a workflow editor, executed in a workflow system, and later
re-edited, re-executed, shared, and reused. These properties make them suit-
able for use in scientific collaboration [GDE+07b,KSC+08,SKV+07,XM07,
GSLG05]. Workflows contain process information that is a valuable re-
source for designing and modifying scientific experiments. Workflows can
be complex to assemble — it takes time to learn how to compose different
components. By sharing workflows, users can leverage each other’s knowl-
edge, and learn by example [GSLG05]. Tools are needed that can enable
collaborative workflow design. The contributions in this thesis provide a
way to collaboratively design workflows synchronously in real time, and also
offline, through searching a workflow repository.

Provenance is another key technology in data-intensive research. It
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

provides a model for documenting causal relationships between immutable
items. Specifically, data provenance enables the preservation of data de-
pendencies, like which input was used to generate a specific result. This
makes provenance an essential technology for managing and validating large
amounts of data [FKSS08]. A key issue is the lack of interoperable prove-
nance standards and tools. It is hard to develop general tools and combine
data generated by different workflow systems. One contribution of this the-
sis is a method for integrating different models of provenance, and a query
API that supports a general provenance model.

In their essence, workflows and provenance represent different aspects
of the same thing [CFH+08]. A workflow represents a specification of a
process that can be performed in the future, whereas provenance represents
processes that have already been performed. In this regard, workflows can be
considered to be prospective provenance. However, this fact is also their key
difference, and is what makes them useful in different parts of the scientific
process. Workflows are usually used during design and execution of scientific
experiments, whereas provenance is used in validation and presentation of
results. Together, they are able to support the scientific process all the way
from design to result.

1.2 Problem Definition

In this thesis, we adress the following research question:

• “How can workflows and provenance be used to support scientific col-
laboration?”

Thus, the goal of this thesis is to “contribute to the improvement of sci-
entific collaboration through the use of workflows and provenance”. This
thesis addresses three specific topics that serve to answer the research ques-
tion: data provenance interoperability, collaborative design of workflows,
and summarizing workflow search results. Workflows and provenance share
many characteristics, but in this thesis we focus on them one at a time. For
workflows, we focus on the reusability of workflows that serve to promote
scientific collaboration. For provenance we focus on the interoperability be-
tween different provenance models. The next section describes the actual
contributions.

1.3 Contributions

Our main contributions are summarized below:

• We propose a mediation-based approach to achieve provenance inter-
operability. We developed a global schema and query API and per-
formed a case study of three different models.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

• We explore a novel mechanism which leverages provenance of work-
flow evolution to support the collaborative design of workflows in a
synchronous fashion.

• We study strategies for summarizing workflows in search results, in
order to better support the reuse of knowledge in workflow specifica-
tions.

1.4 Outline

The remainder of this document is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the problem of scientific collaboration, the vision for
the future, the technologies used, and the approach used to reach this vision.
Chapter 3 describes a data provenance integration approach that uses me-
diation instead of data conversion. This work has been published in the
proceedings of SERVICES/SWF 2009 [EKF+09].
Chapter 4 proposes a method for collaborative design of workflows. This
work has been published in the proceedings of IPAW 2008 [EKA+08].
Chapter 5 presents a comparison of strategies for summarizing workflows.
The work on search result snippets has been published in the proceedings
of SIGMOD/KEYS 2009 [ESLF09].
Chapter 6 discusses directions for future work and concludes the paper.
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Chapter 2

Scientific Collaboration
through Workflows and
Provenance

There are many aspects of scientific collaboration, such as collaboration pat-
terns in different communities [LPS92] and different methodologies [Bea01].
The focus of this thesis is on the tools used to support scientific collabora-
tion. Workflows and provenance are the two central tools in this respect.
The reason is that data manipulation, storage, and logging of scientific ex-
periments are essential to large scale computer supported science such as
e-science [HT05], Workflows represent the specification and execution of sci-
entific experiments, and provenance represent the logging of experimental
results and data manipulations. Collaborative tools built on these concepts
should support the exchange of workflows, data items, data history logs,
processes, and experiments.

This chapter presents a vision of scientific collaboration. It explains how
workflows and provenance are central to scientific collaboration, what issues
remain, and the research strategy for addressing these issues.

2.1 Introduction

Science is changing. Computers have become an indispensable tool for
many scientists and the amount of available scientific data increases at
an exponential rate [HT03]. A key technology for supporting this is data
grids [CFK+00]. The term data grids describes technologies that provide
infrastructure for data storage and processing. They provide services such as
storage, replication, access, batch processing, parallelization, security pro-
tocols, and scheduling of large amounts of data. These technologies are
necessary to handle the vast amounts of data generated by scientific exper-
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CHAPTER 2. SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION

(a) A scientific collaboration scenario
where experiments are set-up and exe-
cuted in a serial fashion.

(b) A scientific collaboration scenario
including a workflow component to
speed up iteration of experiments.

Figure 2.1: Processing large amounts of data requires collaboration between do-
mains.

iments.
The analysis of scientific data in data grids often requires teams of re-

searchers from different domains working together to capture, process, vi-
sualize, and interpret scientific data [Fos03]. This can include database
experts, programmers, visualization experts, and domain experts. One such
scenario is shown in Figure 2.1(a). The domain experts work with the pro-
grammers on how to process the data. The programmers work with the
database experts to implement the operations and process the data. Vi-
sualization experts present the results which are then analyzed by domain
experts. This is a slow and tedious process, not only because each iteration
takes time, but because science is a process of trial and error, and requires
many iterations to achieve the desired objective [FSC+06].

Workflows allows this process to be improved. The idea of the workflow
is to describe the whole data processing pipeline using a graph model that
expresses data and process dependencies. The nodes in this graph consti-
tute data processing operations, such as fetching and visualizing the data,
while the edges describe how data flow between operations. The domain
expert can use the workflow to control all the steps in the process, as shown
in Figure 2.1(b). First one can specify the input data, then the operations
to be performed on this data, then the results can be fed to a visualization
operation. By executing this workflow the data is automatically generated
and the results are available to the user. There is, however, additional work
associated with making the different types of components available to the
workflow: All components need to be expressed as modules with clearly de-
fined inputs and outputs [Aßm03]. The advantage comes when the domain
expert wants to modify or repeat an experiment: The relevant parameter
changes is made and the workflow is re-executed in two simple steps. This
approach has a great advantage since the trial and error approach is com-
monly used in practice [FSC+06]. Much time can be saved as more control
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CHAPTER 2. SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION

is given to the domain expert, who does not need to learn a programming
language or how to edit ad-hoc scripts.

Another advantage of using workflows is that it is easy to record data
provenance [SPG05]. Data provenance describes the causal relationships
between data items in the form of a graph model that is similar to the
workflow. Its purpose is to record dependencies between data and associ-
ated information such as the processes involved, time and date, author, and
properties of the experiment. The data provenance graph may span mul-
tiple workflow systems and even contain additional steps, such as external
data modifications. Data provenance is used to validate, trace, correct, and
recreate scientific data.

Workflows and data provenance together facilitate scientific collaboration
through common process models and a data validation framework. To fully
understand their advantages we will now present an in-depth description of
these concepts, and present the current issues in scientific collaboration.

2.2 Workflows

A workflow is a description of a complex process and contains a set of tasks
together with their control and data dependencies. A scientific workflow
is a workflow that describes a scientific experiment. Scientific workflow
and workflow-based systems have emerged as an alternative to simpler and
more commonly used scripting approaches [BL97] for documenting compu-
tational experiments and design complex processes. They provide a simple
programming model whereby a sequence of tasks (or modules) is composed
by connecting the outputs of one task to the inputs of another. This is often
preferable to using ad-hoc scripts for repetitive tasks commonly found in sci-
entific research. Workflows can be viewed as graphs, where nodes represent
modules and edges capture the flow of data between the processes.

The remainder of this section describes the workflow concept. Section
2.2.1 presents a formal definition of the workflow concept and Section 2.2.2
describes different workflow applications.

2.2.1 Definition of Workflow

The workflow definition used in this thesis is based on a study of several
workflow systems [Vis,Tav,GJM+06] and represents core features that are
present in all of them.

A workflow, as depicted in Figure 2.2, is a set of partially ordered mod-
ules whose inputs include both static parameters and the results of earlier
computations. A parameter represents a data value. A module m is an
atomic computation m : PI → PO, that takes as input a set of arguments
(input ports PI) and produces a set of outputs (output ports PO). The pa-
rameters are predefined values for ports on a module and can be represented
as a tuple (module id, port, value). In addition, connections link modules
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Figure 2.2: A workflow describing a data visualization. Boxes indicate processes
and lines indicate data dependencies.

through undefined ports whose values are produced at run time. In a con-
nection {(mi, porti,mj , portj)}, the value output on porti of module mi is
used as input for portj of module mj . A set of modules M along with a set
of connections C define a partial order relation POM on M . This partial
order does not contain cycles—the workflow is a directed acyclic graph, or
DAG—and defines the execution order of modules.

2.2.2 Scientific Workflow Systems

Although many scientific workflow systems are constructed for a specific
application area, the versatility of the workflow concept makes many of
them applicable to other domains. We will here give some notable examples:
Taverna [Tav], used in bioinformatics, and also in music, meteorology, and
medicine; Chimera [FVWZ02], Pegasus [DSS+05] and VDS [VDS] are used
for grid computing; VisTrails [Vis] provides support for data exploration
and visualization; Kepler [Kep], Swift [Swi], and Triana [Tri] are domain
independent workflow systems designed to support multiple domains.

There are also non-scientific workflow systems such as Microsoft Work-
flow Foundation [Mic], Yahoo! Pipes [Yah] and Apple’s Mac OS X Automa-
tor [App]. They are commonly used by people without scientific background
but are built on the same principles as scientific workflow systems. These
tools have the potential to attract a large number of users and generate
large workflow collections. This makes them suitable for larger studies of
workflow reuse, which can benefit the scientific community.

8
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First Method

Other side after Bugfix

Other SideFixed BugImproved Method

Second Method

Changed Parameters

User 1

User 2

Figure 2.3: An example of collaborative design. Here, two persons have
built on each other’s workflow specifications, leading to incrementally better
workflows.

Yu et al. created a taxonomy of scientific workflow systems for grid com-
puting [YB05a]. This taxonomy shows many important aspects of workflow
systems and distinctions between them.

The scenarios described in Figure 2.1 are based on close collaboration,
but sometimes several people need to work on a single workflow. Designing
the workflow is a task that requires knowledge of the components in the
workflow, and different people may have experience with different compo-
nents. This scenario is described in Section 2.2.3.

The following sections describe the specific challenges that were intro-
duced in this section.

2.2.3 Collaboratively Designing Workflows

In today’s scientific community, it is rarely the case that novel scientific dis-
coveries can be made by a single person [FKSS08]. Unfortunately, in many
instances of close collaboration, the various domain experts are unable to
work in the same location. These types of relationships benefit greatly from
the ability to concurrently modify a given workflow description. Here, we
explore the benefits of real-time, synchronous collaborative workflow design.
Collaborative Design in Multi-disciplinary Research.

An example of the advantages gained from collaboratively designed work-
flows can be seen in collaborations between the authors at the University
of Utah and researchers at the Center for Coastal Margin Observation and
Prediction (CMOP).1 CMOP scientists, located in Oregon and Washington,
often spend a significant amount of time describing the various processing
and analysis methods they employ to understand their data. While in many
cases e-mail is satisfactory for sharing knowledge with collaborators, in some
situations, a more immersive collaborative workspace is required.

When a task relating to a specific researcher’s area of expertise is be-
ing considered, it is often necessary to synchronize processing workflows to

1http://www.stccmop.org
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arrive at a desired result. By allowing scientists at the CMOP centers in
Oregon to work synchronously with researchers at the University of Utah,
the critical task of communication is enriched. Instead of relying on e-mail
and telephone conversations to ask important, and often time-consuming,
questions, scientists can explore and fix each other’s processing and param-
eterization errors in real time. This degree of collaborative design reduces
the number and severity of communication-based misunderstandings as well
as increasing the level of productivity of everyone involved in the project.

Collaborative design has been explored in other areas such as visual-
ization [WBHW06], but not for workflows in general. Our goal is to be
able to collaboratively design a workflow efficiently. This thesis presents a
framework that makes real-time collaborative workflow design possible in
a workflow system (See Chapter 4). By carefully examining the working
process of existing collaborative research projects, we have been able to de-
sign a system that not only respects individual working habits, but also
strengthens and enhances the interaction among multiple users engaged in
collaborative efforts.

2.2.4 Reusing Workflows

Software reuse has always been envisioned as a means to reduce work by
building on previous work, and writing reusable code is an important part
of software engineering [FF95]. This is equally important for workflows.
There are many advantages to reuse [YB05b]. Although workflows have
a simple composition model, they are still difficult to assemble, especially
since they are used partly by people without programming skills [VVS+08].
Workflow reuse can make workflow creation easier since it is often easier to
reuse old workflows than it is to start from scratch. Also, users can learn
much from studying working workflows.

Goderis et al. described seven bottlenecks to workflow reuse [GSLG05].
They consist of problems with the current technology that limits the ability
to support workflow reuse. The problems can be summarized into five top-
ics: limited service availability; rigidity and inflexibility of workflow models
making interoperability between workflow models hard; unclear intellectual
property rights on workflows; lack of discovery models; and inability to se-
mantically interpret workflows. These cover different aspects of the workflow
life cycle. Workflows are created, executed, distributed, and finally modified
and executed by other users [GDE+07b]. But there are many parts of this
cycle that need to be improved to make the reuse process more efficient.

Reusability is dependent on the users’ ability to share and reuse each
other’s work by finding and interpreting relevant information. For this to
be feasible there needs to be a bigger gain from reusing a workflow than there
is in creating one from scratch. The effort to reuse a workflow should be
less compared to designing a new one. This effort depends on both previous
experience and the complexity of the task. The efficiency of workflow reuse
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depends on how easy it is to locate and understand them. We would like
to be able to locate relevant workflows with minimal effort and understand
them with minimal difficulty. This would require that users be willing to
share and document their work, and that they trust work produced by oth-
ers. There should exist tools both for locating workflows and assessing their
relevance and validity. Workflow design tools should make it easy to an-
notate and enrich workflows and should support tools for workflow sharing
and collaboration.

There are several examples of projects that addresses workflow reuse.
We will describe two of them in short.
myExperiment [GR07] is a web site where workflows can be published
and queried. Its main purpose is to bootstrap workflow reuse and to explore
the use of social networking in building communities around workflow man-
agement. Both the social and technical aspects are neccesary to realize the
vision of efficient workflow reuse. The site supports workflows from their own
Taverna [Tav] workflow system as well as workflows of other types. Users are
encouraged to contribute their workflows and to create communities where
workflows can be reused.
Yahoo! Pipes [Yah] is a web site containing workflows that processes,
filters, and creates mash-ups (combining information from different sources)
of web feeds and other online data sources. Users can both build and execute
workflows directly through the web site. The search interface enables queries
on module types, parameter values, tags and descriptions. It has a large
collection of workflows, but the available module types are few in number,
which makes the workflow parameters extra important when considering
reuse.

In these projects search capabilities are an essential part of workflow
reuse. In a workflow search, users can specify their requirements and browse
candidate workflows. A search engine must support two important tasks:
querying and displaying the results. While there has been work on the
former [SSC09, BEKM06, SKV+07, SVK+08], the latter has been largely
overlooked. This thesis proposes methods for displaying summarizations
of workflow search results(See Chapter 5). It shows that current approaches
to generating workflow search results do not consider structure, and suggests
how new approaches can achieve better results.

2.3 Data Provenance

Provenance denotes the history of things, like the ownership history of a
painting, or a computational process that led to a specific result. In the
context of scientific workflows, data provenance is a record of the derivation
of a set of results. There are two distinct forms of provenance [CFH+08]:
prospective and retrospective.

Prospective provenance captures the specification of the workflow—it
corresponds to the steps that need to be followed (or a recipe) to generate
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Visualization�
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Figure 2.4: The visualization on the bottom shows salmon catch information
superimposed with a model of the currents in the mouth of the Columbia River.
The simulation was run on a cluster of computers using a grid-enabled workflow
system. A workflow-based visualization system was then used to display the sim-
ulation together with the salmon catch data.

a data product or class of data products. This recipe will be shared by
all data products created by it. Its provenance is usually incomplete, some
information is not available until runtime when abstract workflows are in-
stantiated and assigned hardware and data products are given identifiers.
Retrospective provenance captures the steps that were executed as well as
information about the execution environment used to derive a specific data
product—a detailed log of the execution of the workflow. Ideally, it should
contain all information needed to recreate the data product and check its
validity.

An important piece of information present in workflow provenance is in-
formation about causality : the dependency relationships among data prod-
ucts and the processes that generate them [FKSS08]. Causality can be in-
ferred from both prospective and retrospective provenance and captures the
sequence of steps which, together with input data and parameters, caused
the creation of a data product. Causality consists of different types of de-
pendencies. Data-process dependencies (e.g., the fact that the visualization
in Figure 2.4 was derived by a particular workflow run within the visual-
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ization tool) are useful for documenting the data generation process, and
they can also be used to reproduce or validate the process. For example,
it would allow new visualizations to be derived for different input data sets
(i.e., different simulation results). Data dependencies are also useful. For
example, in the event that the simulation code used to generate simulation
results is found to be defective, data products that depend on those results
can be invalidated by examining data dependencies.

Although different workflow systems use different data models, storage
systems, and query interfaces, they all represent the notion of causality
using a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In this graph, vertices are either
data products or processes and the edges represent the causal relationships
between them.

One of the issues with data provenance is to make it interoperable be-
tween workflow systems, such that data can be traced between workflow
systems. This would also enable provenance tools and query languages to
be shared between workflow systems. Section 2.3.1 discusses this issue.

2.3.1 The Need for Interoperable Provenance

Ideally there would be a single workflow concept that could fit all purposes
and be universally accepted. In reality, the formats differ greatly and mod-
ule libraries are often only available for a single workflow system. Workflows
can not easily be translated between workflow systems because of their dif-
fering functionalities [GDE+07a]. There is however one aspect that has
proven to be important [FKSS08, SPG05]: The data provenance of results
generated from workflows. This provenance is generally independent of the
workflow used to create them and provenance is important for the validity
and reproducibility of data items.

Currently there is no standard way to record the provenance of data,
but such standards are in development [MF06]. Even though a standard
for workflows may be unobtainable and even undesirable due to different
requirements on workflow systems, interoperable data provenance is a crucial
component in scientific collaboration. Here is an example illustrating the
problem:

A researcher is using data generated by another research
group in a workflow. The data does not give the expected re-
sults and it has become necessary to investigate its provenance to
check that the data is correct. The data derivation path has been
recorded by two separate workflow systems, and their prove-
nance is not compatible. The researcher has two choices, either
investigate the provenance data by hand, or gain access to the
provenance tools used by the other research group.

In this scenario provenance interoperability would be needed. With a global
provenance model, tools can be constructed that can interpret provenance
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through different sources and be used independently of the workflow sys-
tem. Provenance interoperability is a topic that has recently started to re-
ceive attention in the scientific workflow community [G+07,PRO07]. Most
workflow systems support provenance capture, but each adopts its own
data and storage models [FKSS08, DF08]. These range from specialized
Semantic Web languages (e.g., RDF and OWL) and XML dialects that
are stored as files in the file system, to tables stored in relational databases.
These systems have also started to support queries over provenance informa-
tion [Mor08]. Their solutions are closely tied to the data and storage models
they adopt and require users to write queries in languages like SQL [BD08]
and SPARQL [ZGST08, KDG+08, GH08]. Consequently, determining the
complete lineage of a data product derived from multiple systems requires
that information from these different systems and/or their query interfaces
be integrated.

This thesis proposes a provenance integration approach that bridges dif-
ferent provenance models using a data mediator. It shows how this is a
scalable and efficient solution in the absence of an accepted provenance
standard. The approach is described in Chapter 3.

2.4 Research Strategy

The goal of this thesis is to “contribute to the improvement of scientific
collaboration through the use of workflows and provenance”. The research
strategy of this thesis has been to contribute on topics that require additional
work in order for workflows and provenance to reach their full potential. In
this section, we describe the research strategy for achieving the contributions
in this thesis. Each contribution is described in its own section which contain
the following parts: motivation, research question, methodology, and results.

2.4.1 Investigating Provenance Interoperability
through Mediation

Chapter 3 describes the problem of provenance interoperability. Data prove-
nance from three different workflow systems are integrated using a database
mediation approach. This approach tries to address the issues with the more
established data conversion approach. In the study of this case, three spe-
cific provenance models are integrated using a global provenance model and
a mediator that performs query translation.
Motivation. The motivation for this project was, as part of a bigger col-
laboration, to advance the interoperability of provenance models, which can
promote reusable tools and scientific collaboration.
Research question. What are the advantages and issues with the media-
tion approach compared to the data conversion approach?
Methodology. Related literature was studied to find the most suitable
integration approach. The mediation approach was implemented as a case
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study with three different models. The study was then compared with the
more commonly used approach: to use direct schema translation and per-
form queries over a single schema.
Results. Experiences of the method were presented and advantages with
the different approaches were discussed.

2.4.2 A Method for Real-Time
Collaborative Workflow Design

Chapter 4 describes an implementation of real-time collaborative design
mode for a workflow system. It relies on the provenance of the workflow
to be able to track changes in real time.
Motivation. Real-time collaborative design was a requested feature that
was unexplored at the time and is an important part of the workflow life
cycle.
Research question. How can multiple persons work on the same workflow
simultaneously?
Methodology. We designed a method for collaborative workflow design
that uses workflow design provenance and implemented a prototype as proof-
of-concept.
Results. The description of the method and a working prototype.

2.4.3 Presenting Workflow Search Results

The presentation of search results are important when searching any data
collection. Certain aspects of workflows makes it necessary to explore new
techniques for presenting workflows as search results. In Chapter 5 we de-
scribe efficient methods for generating workflow snippets.
Motivation. Available methods for summarizing workflows does not give
sufficient information in the summaries. Available literature suggests that
methods used for documents is not enough for presenting summarizations
of workflows. Instead we propose to use the inherent structure of workflows
to summarize workflows.
Research question. How can the workflow structure be used to present
search results?
Methodology. We identified suitable requirements on workflow snippets.
We developed alternative strategies to generate workflow snippets. These
strategies were validated in a user study. Users ranked different strategies
and validated the relevant information used to generate the snippets. We
explored strategies for presenting sets of workflows.
Results. A set of requirements on workflow snippets. Results of the user
study that show the advantages of our methods.
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Chapter 3

Using Mediation to
Achieve Provenance
Interoperability

This chapter describes a mediator-based architecture for integrating prove-
nance information from multiple sources. The architecture contains two
key components: a global mediated schema that is general and capable of
representing provenance information represented in different models; and a
new system-independent query API that is general and able to express com-
plex queries over provenance information from different sources. We also
present a case study where we show how this model was applied to integrate
provenance from three provenance-enabled systems and discuss the issues
involved in this integration process. The work described in this chapter has
previously been published as [EKF+09].

3.1 Introduction

Data provenance (as described in Section 2.3) is essential in scientific exper-
iments and is an important part of the scientific process. As described in
Section 2.3.1, interoperable provenance is important in collaborations span-
ning multiple workflow systems. This chapter will describe an approach
that makes scalable provenance integration possible. Consider the scenario
in Figure 2.4. In order to determine the provenance of the visualization
(shown on the bottom), it is necessary to combine the provenance informa-
tion captured both by the workflow system used to derive the simulation
results and by the workflow-based visualization system to derive the image.
Without combining this information, it is not possible to answer impor-
tant questions about the resulting image, such as, for example, the specific
parameter values used in the simulation.
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This chapter addresses the problem of provenance interoperability in the
context of scientific workflow systems. In the Second Provenance Challenge
(SPC), several groups collaborated in an exercise to explore interoperability
issues among provenance models [PRO07]. Part of the work described here
was developed in the context of the SPC.

Although existing provenance models differ in many ways, they all share
an essential type of information: the provenance of a given data product
consists of a causality graph whose nodes correspond to processes and data
products, and edges correspond to either data or data-process dependencies.
Inspired by previous works on information integration [Wie92], we propose
a mediator architecture which uses the causality graph as the basis for its
global schema for querying disparate provenance sources (Section 3.2). The
process of integrating a provenance source into the mediator consists of the
creation of a wrapper that populates the global (mediated) schema with
information extracted from the source. As part of the mediator, we provide
a query engine and an API that supports transparent access to multiple
provenance sources. We evaluate the efficiency of this approach by applying
it to integrate provenance information from three systems (Section 3.3). We
discuss our experiences in implementing the system and its relationship to
recent efforts to develop a standard provenance model.

3.2 A Mediation Approach for Integrating
Provenance

Information mediators have been proposed as a means to integrate informa-
tion from disparate sources. A mediator selects, restructures, and merges
information from multiple sources and exports a global, integrated view of
information in these sources [Wie92]. In essence, it abstracts and transforms
the retrieved data into a common representation and semantics. An infor-
mation mediator consists of three key components (see Figure 3.1): a global
schema that is exposed to the users of the system; a query rewriting mech-
anism that translates user queries over the global schema into queries over
the individual data sources; and wrappers that access data in the sources
and transform them into the model of the mediator.

In what follows, we describe the mediator architecture we developed for
integrating provenance information derived by scientific workflow systems.
In Section 3.2.1, we present the global schema used and in Section 3.2.2
we discuss the query API supported by our mediator. Details about the
wrappers are given later, in Section 3.3, where we describe a case study
which shows that the data model and query API can be efficiently used to
support queries over (real) provenance data derived by different systems.
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Figure 3.1: Mediator architecture used to integrate three provenance models.
Queries over the global schema are translated by the wrappers into queries over
the provenance sources, which are then executed and their results returned to
the mediator. In this example, pieces of a complex workflow (slice, softmean and
convert) were executed by the workflow systems. A, B, C, and D are data items.

3.2.1 A Data Model for Scientific Workflow Provenance

The provenance causality graph, as introduced in Section 2.3, forms the
basis for the global schema used in our mediator architecture. A central
component of our mediator is a general provenance model, the Scientific
Workflow Provenance Data Model (SWPDM). The model captures entities
and relationships that are relevant to both prospective and retrospective
provenance, i.e., the definition and execution of workflows, and data prod-
ucts they derive and consume. As a result, besides queries over provenance,
our model also supports direct queries over workflow specifications. As we
discuss later, this is an important distinction between SWPDM and the
Open Provenance Model [MFF+07].

The entities and relationships of the SWPDM are depicted in Figure 3.2.
At the core of the model is the operation entity, which is a concrete or
abstract data transformation, represented in three different layers in the
model: procedure, which specifies the type of an operation; module, which
represents an operation that is part of an abstract process composition; and
execution, which represents the concrete execution of an operation.

A data item represents a data product that was used or created by a
workflow. A procedure represents an abstract operation that uses and pro-
duces data items. A procedure declaration is used to model procedures
together with a list of supported input and output ports, which have types
(e.g., integer, real). It describes the signature of a module. A port is a slot
from/to which a procedure can consume/produce a data item. A workflow
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the Scientific Workflow Provenance Data Model. Boxes
represents entity types and arrows represents relationships between entities. Re-
lationships can have attributes, shown after the relationship name. The procedure
declaration specifies a list of typed input/output ports for each procedure—the
signature of the procedure. The workflow specification contains the modules, con-
nections and parameters that makes up the workflow. The execution log contains
a record of executions of processes and used data items.

specification consists of a graph that defines how the different procedures
that compose a workflow are orchestrated, i.e., a set of modules that rep-
resent procedures and connections that represent the flow of data between
modules. Parameters model predefined input data on specific module ports.
The execution log consists of concrete executions of procedures and the data
items used in the process.

Two points are noteworthy in our choice of entities. A workflow is as-
signed input data before execution, but besides these inputs, a module may
also have parameters that serve, for example, to set the state of the mod-
ule (e.g., the scaling factor for an image). From a provenance perspective
parameters are simply data items, but by using a finer grained division into
parameters we can support more expressive queries. Furthermore, by mod-
eling workflow connections as separate from the data items we are able to
query the structure of a workflow directly. These connections can then be
used to answer queries like “which data items passed through this connec-
tion”.
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Function Description

outputOf(data) get execution that created data
inputOf(data) get execution that used data
output(execution) get data created by execution
input(execution) get data used by execution
execOf(execution) get the module representing execution
getExec(module) get the executions of module
represents(module) get the process that module represents
hasModule(process) get module that represents process
derivedFrom(data) get data products used to create data
derivedTo(data) get data products derived from data
prevExec(execution) get execution that triggered execution
nextExec(execution) get executions triggered by execution
upstream(x) transitive closure operation, where x is

a module, execution or data
downstream(x) transitive closure operation,where x is

a module, execution or data

Table 3.1: List of API functions.

Another key component of workflow provenance is user-defined informa-
tion. This includes documentation that cannot be automatically captured
but records important decisions and notes. This information is often cap-
tured as annotations, which are supported by most workflow systems. In
our model, an annotation is a property of entities in the model. Annotations
can add descriptions to entities that can later be used for querying. Exam-
ples are execution times, hardware/software information, workflow creators,
descriptions, labels, etc. In the model we assume that any entity can be
annotated.

3.2.2 Querying SWPDM

We have designed a new query API that operates on the entities and rela-
tionships defined in the SWPDM. This API provides basic functions that
can serve as the basis for implementing a high-level provenance query lan-
guage. In order to integrate a provenance source into the mediator, one must
provide system-specific bindings for the API functions. Figure 3.3 illustrates
the bindings of the API function getExecutedModules(wf exec) for three
distinct provenance models. As we describe in Section 3.3.2, each bind-
ing uses the data model and query language supported by the underlying
system.

Note that a given workflow system may not capture all the information
represented in our model (see Figure 3.2). In fact, the systems we used in
our case study only partially cover this model (see Section 3.3). Thus, in
designing API bindings for the different systems, the goal is to extract (and
map) as much information as possible from each source.
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The core API functions are summarized in table 3.1.1 Since the API op-
erates on a graph-based model, a key function it provides is graph traversal.
The graph-traversal functions are of the form getBFromA, which traverse
the graph from A to B. For example, getExecutionFromModule traverses the
graph from a module to its executions, i.e., it returns the execution logs for
a given module.

Additional functions are provided to represent common provenance op-
erations which have to do with having both data- and process-centric views
on provenance. For example, getParentDataItem returns the data items
used to create a specific data item. Such parent/child functions also exist
for modules and executions.

Note that the API contains redundant functions, e.g., getParentExe-
cution can also be achieved by combining getExecutionFromOutData and
getInDataFromExecution. If data items are not recorded by the given prove-
nance system, the binding for getParentExecution might use another path to
find the previous execution. Although these redundant functions are needed
for some provenance systems, they can make query construction ambiguous.
It is up to the wrapper designer to implement these based on the capabilities
of the underlying system and its data model.

Provenance queries often require transitive closure operations that tra-
verse the provenance graph and tracing dependencies forward or backward
in time. Our API supports transitive closure queries in both directions:
upstream, which traces provenance backwards (e.g., what derived a given
data item); and downstream, which traces provenance forward (e.g., what
depends on a given data item).

The transitive functions are represented as y = upstream(x) where x is
an entity and y represents all its dependencies. There is also a corresponding
downstream function. Since these queries can be expensive to evaluate, it is
useful to have additional attributes that can prune the scope of the search.
A depth restriction specifies the maximum depth to explore, and a scope
restriction specifies entities that should be ignored in the traversal. These
restrictions are captured by the function y = upstream(x, depth, scope), and
the corresponding downstream function.

There are additional operations; getAll returns all entities of a specific
type and is used to create local caches of the provenance store. Two op-
erations handle annotations: getAllAnnotated returns entities containing a
specific annotation and is used for queries on annotations; getAnnotation
returns all annotations of an entity.

1The complete API, and the bindings to Taverna, PASOA and VisTrails, are available
for download at:
http://twiki.ipaw.info/pub/Challenge/VisTrails2/api.zip
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VisTrails (XPath)  
def getExecutedModules(self, wf_exec): 

    newdataitems = [] 
    q = '//exec[@id="' + wf_exec.pid.key + '"]/@moduleId' 
    dataitems = self.logcontext.xpathEval(q) 

Pasoa (XPath) 
def getExecutedModules(self, wf_exec): 

    q = "//ps:relationshipPAssertion[ps:localPAssertionId='" +  
               wf_exec.pid.key + "']/ps:relation" 
    dataitems = self.context.xpathEval(q) 

Taverna (SPARQL) 
def getExecutedModules(self, wf_exec): 

    "  " 
    q = ''' 
    SELECT ?mi 

    FROM <''' + self.path + '''> 
    WHERE  

      { <''' + wf_exec.pid.key + '''>  
         <http://www.mygrid.org.uk/provenance#runsProcess> ?mi } 
    '''  

    return self.processQueryAsList(q, pModuleInstance) 

Figure 3.3: Implementations of the getExecutedModules function for different
provenance systems.

3.2.3 Discussion and Related Work

Mediator Architecture. There are a few different approaches to me-
diation [Hal03]. In this chapter, we explore the virtual approach, where
information is retrieved from the sources when queries are issued by the end
user. Another approach is to materialize the information from all sources in
a warehouse. The trade-offs with each approach are well-known. Whereas
warehousing leads to more efficient queries, data can become stale,and the
storage requirements can be prohibitive. Nonetheless, our architecture can
be used to support a warehousing solution: once the wrappers are con-
structed, queries can be issued that retrieve all available data from the
individual repositories to be stored in a warehouse.
Other Approaches to Provenance Interoperability. Thirteen teams
participated in the Second Provenace Challenge, whose goal was to establish
provenance interoperability among different workflow systems. Most solu-
tions mapped provenance data from one system onto the model of another.
Although all teams reported success, they also reported that the mapping
process was tedious and time consuming. To create a general solution, such
approaches would require n2 mappings, where n is the number of systems
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Figure 3.4: The basic concepts in the OPM. It maps directly to the execution
log of our SWPDM. The entity types and relationships have different names but
represent the same concepts. Here, data items are called artifacts and ports are
called roles.

being integrated. In addition, they require that all data from the different
systems be materialized, which may not be practical. In contrast, by adopt-
ing a mediator-based approach, only n mappings are required—one mapping
between each system and the global schema. And as discussed above, both
virtual and materialized approaches are supported by the mediator archi-
tecture.

Provenance interoperability is a new research area, but the data ware-
house approach has already been studied as part of the Provenance Chal-
lenge [PRO07] by teams using different workflow systems. Our study is also
part of this project and uses the same queries and data models. However,
none of the other teams attempts the mediation approach, possibly because
its implementation is more time consuming. However, when considering
performance and scalability, the mediation approach seems more attractive.
The Open Provenance Model. One of the outcomes of the Second Prove-
nance Challenge was the realization that it is indeed possible to integrate
provenance information from multiple systems, and that there is substan-
tial agreement on a core representation of provenance [PRO07]. Armed
with a better understanding of the different models, their query capabili-
ties, and how they can interoperate, Moreau et al. [MFF+07] proposed a
standard model for provenance: the Open Provenance Model (OPM). The
OPM defines a core set of rules that identify valid inferences that can be
made on provenance graphs. Important goals shared by the OPM and SW-
PDM include: simplify the exchange of provenance information, and allow
developers to build and share tools that operate on common models. How-
ever, unlike the SWPDM, OPM supports the definition of provenance for
any “thing”, whether produced by computer systems or not. In this sense,
OPM is more general than SWPDM. However, by focusing on workflows and
modeling workflow representations, SWPDM allows a richer set of queries
that correlate provenance of data products and the specification of the work-
flows that derived them.

We should note that many of the concepts model by OPM can also be
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modeled in SWPDM. Most of the OPM concepts have a direct translation to
SWPDM. Figure 3.4 shows the OPM representation of the relationships be-
tween processes and data items. This representation can be mapped directly
to the execution log of SWPDM, which contains the provenance graph. The
OPM also contains a number of inferred relationships, namely transitive
versions of the basic relationships. We support these by using transitive
functions in the API (upstream and downstream, see Section 3.2.2). The
OPM has an optional part component to represent time. SWPDM supports
time as an annotation, which means we can support any number of repre-
sentations of time including the one in the OPM. In the OPM there is also
a notion of an agent that is responsible for executions. These can also be
modeled as annotations. Finally the OPM enables multi-level provenance,
i.e., provenance at different granularities, using the notion of accounts. Each
process and artifact is assigned one or more accounts. Each query uses one or
more accounts to access different levels of the provenance. This is something
that is not present in the SWPDM. Instead, we assume that the underlying
query engine already has one specific granularity predetermined, either by
checking the user’s level of preferred access or accessing a provenance store
of specific granularity. It is still an open question how this will work in
practice. The accounts in the OPM have not yet been tested. The OPM
was not available during the project. It would be possible to implement
a wrapper for the OPM or even to use it as the global model. But the
OPM is a lightweight model and specific implementations of the OPM can
differ. OPM uses extensions called profiles that extend its functionality. A
few suggested profiles include binding to Dublin Core [WKLW98] concepts,
time annotations, and support for data collections. Once fully developed,
there may be solutions to the definition of identifiers and namespaces. But
it is not clear whether all implementations of OPM would adopt the same
profiles and a more thorough investigation is needed.

3.3 Case Study: Integrating Provenance from
Three Systems

We implemented the mediator architecture described in Section 3.2 as well
as bindings for the query API using three distinct provenance models: Vis-
Trails [Vis], PASOA [GMM05], and Taverna [Tav]. Figure 3.1 shows a high-
level overview of our mediator.

In order to assess the efficiency of our approach, we used the workflow
and query workload defined for the Provenance Challenge [PRO07]. The
workflow entails the processing of functional magnetic resonance images,
and the workload consists of typical provenance queries, for example: What
was the process used to derive an image? Which data sets contributed to
the derivation of a given image? For a detailed description of the workflow
and queries, see [PRO07]. Before we describe our implementation and expe-
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riences, we give a brief overview of the provenance models used in this case
study.

3.3.1 Provenance Models

VisTrails is a scientific workflow system developed at the University of
Utah. A new concept introduced with VisTrails is the notion of prove-
nance of workflow evolution [FSC+06]. In contrast to previous workflow
systems, which maintain provenance only for derived data products, Vis-
Trails treats the workflows (or pipelines) as first-class data items and keeps
their provenance. The availability of this additional information enables a
series of operations that simplify exploratory processes and foster reflective
reasoning, for example: scientists can easily navigate through the space of
workflows created for a given exploration task; visually compare workflows
and their results; and explore large parameter ranges. VisTrails captures
both prospective and retrospective provenance, which are stored uniformly
either as XML files or in a relational database.

Taverna is a workflow system used in the myGrid project, whose goal
is to leverage semantic web technologies and ontologies available for bioin-
formatics to simplify data analysis processes in this domain. Prospective
provenance is stored as Scufl specifications (an XML dialect) and retrospec-
tive provenance is stored as RDF triples in a MySQL database. Taverna
assigns globally unique LSID [ZGS06] identifiers to each data product.

PASOA (Provenance Aware Service Oriented Architecture) relies on in-
dividual services to record their own provenance. The system does not
model the notion of a workflow, instead, it captures assertions produced by
services that reflect the relationships between services and data. The com-
plete provenance of a task or data product must be inferred by combining
these assertions and following the relationships they represent. PReServ,
an implementation of PASOA, supports multiple back-end storage systems,
including files and relational database, and queries over provenance can be
pose using its Java-based query API or XQuery.

3.3.2 Building the Mediator

Our model was developed based on a study of the three models above.
Each model covers only part of the mediated model. For both Taverna and
PASOA, only the execution log was available: The workflow specifications
were not provided.

VisTrails stores both workflow specification and the execution log. It uses
a normalized provenance model where each execution record points to the
workflow specification where it came from. The system does not explicitly
identify data items produced in intermediate steps of workflow execution.
Implementation. We implemented the mediator-based architecture in
Python. The different components are shown in Figure 3.5. PQObject
represents a concept in the global schema; PQueryFactory the mediator;
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Figure 3.5: The different layers in the implementation of the query API. Queries
are processed starting from a known entity (PQObject) and traversed by using
relationship edges in the mediator (PQueryFactory). The mediator executes the
query using the wrapper interface (Pwrap), which in turn executes the query using
a specific wrapper for each data source.

and XMLwrap (for XML data using XPath) and RDFwrap (for RDF data
using SPARQL) are abstract wrappers. The concrete wrappers are in the
bottom layer: for PASOA and VisTrails, wrappers were built by extending
XMLWrap; and for Taverna using RDFWrap. These wrappers implement
API functions defined in Section 3.2.2 using the query interfaces provided
by each system. Due to space limitations, we omit the details of the API
bindings. The source code for the mediator and bindings is available at
http://twiki.ipaw.info/pub/Challenge/VisTrails2/api.zip.
Using and Binding the API. Here we show some examples of how
the API functions can be used to construct complex queries. Since each
function applies to an entity, first it is necessary to obtain a handle for
the entity instance of interest. For example, to access the handle for a
port, the node corresponding to that port needs to be extracted from the
global schema: m = pqf.getNode(pModule,moduleid, store1.ns). This
method accesses the components of an instance of the PQueryFactory, and
it requires the specification of the entity type (pModule), entity identi-
fier (unique identifier), and location of the entity (a specific provenance
store). Once the handle has been retrieved, the provenance graph is tra-
versed by invoking an API function (e.g., to get all executions of a module
e: d = e.getDataItemFromExecution()).

There are some issues that need to be considered during query construc-
tion. First, there are different ways to represent a workflow. For example:
modules can contain scripts whose parameters are not properly exposed in
the module signature; and parameters can be modeled as input ports. Thus,
the actual implementation of a query depends on the chosen representations
and semantics implemented within the wrapper. Another issue concerns the
specification of data items and inputs. Some systems record the concrete
data item used as input while others represents data items by names that
are stored as parameters to modules that use the data item. This must also
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be resolved during the wrapper design, by modeling data items, inputs and
parameters consistently across distinct provenance stores.

Consider, for example, provenance challenge query 6 which asks for “the
process that led to the image Atlas X Graphic”, i.e., the provenance graph
that led to this specific image. In VisTrails, the image is identified by the
string atlas-x.gif that is specified as a parameter to a FileSink module in
the workflow specification. In contrast, Taverna uses a string representing
a port name convert1 out AtlasXGraphic—here, data items are handled in-
ternally and are not saved to disk. PASOA uses the string atlas-x.gif that
is passed between the two modules. This means that the starting handle
obtained for the different systems will be of different types. In VisTrails it is
a parameter to a module, in Taverna it is an Output port for a module, and
in PASOA it is a data item. Thus, once the handle for “Atlas X Graphic”
is obtained, different methods need to be used in order to compute the re-
quired upstream. For VisTrails the FileSink module that contains the file
name is located, then the executions of that module are found and finally
the upstream of those executions are returned. For Taverna, the executions
associated with the output port are located and used to run the upstream.
For PASOA the executions that produced the data item are located and
used to run the upstream.

3.3.3 Complex queries

Complex queries are queries that contains joins and cannot be expressed by
simply traversing the graph. Provenance challenge query 6

“Find all output averaged images of softmean (average) pro-
cedures, where the warped images taken as input were
align warped using a twelfth order nonlinear 1365 parameter
model”

is a complex query in the sense that it requires joins. It is not sufficient
to traverse the provenance graph, the restrictions of the entities need to
be joined to produce the correct result, e.g., to find the correct align warp
execution, locate the executions that are of type align warp and that have
a specific annotation. These two restrictions need to be joined to find the
correct executions. This requires the queries to be executed in in multiple
steps and suggests using a higher-level declarative query language to express
them.

Using our API, we plan to implement a high level query language that
will be capable of expressing these kind of complex queries. Here we describe
how a high-level query language could be used to answer query 6.

data: aw.type = ’execution’ and aw.procedure = ’align\_warp’ and

aw.parameter(’argument’) = ’-m 12’ and sm in upstream(aw) and

sm.procedure = ’softmean’ and data = sm.outData
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Here, “data:” means return ‘data’ where...”. There are several implicit
joins in this query together with a transitive operation. This notation ex-
presses relationships between objects. It uses the variables aw (the execution
of align warp), sw (the execution of softmean) and data that is the data
items produced by sm. There is also an annotation restriction on aw and
an upstream restriction stating that sm is in the upstream of aw. A query
language with these properties will be able to express a rich set of natural
queries while being efficient to process.

3.4 Implementation

The system was implemented using the Python language. Currently, wrap-
pers have been implemented for XML [XML08] using XPath [XPa08] and
RDF [RDF08] using SPARQL [SPA08]. Figure 3.5 shows the implementa-
tion layers from the model (top) to the data files (bottom). It is a mediator
model where PQObject represents a concept in the global schema; PQuery-
Factory the mediator; and XMLwrap and RDFwrap represents generalized
wrappers. On the bottom are the concrete wrappers where VisTrails and
PASOA are implemented using XMLwrap and Taverna using RDFwrap.

PQObject represents an entity in our model. It can be used to call API
functions in PQueryFactory to traverse the model as a graph. PQueryFac-
tory contains the wrappers and forwards queries to the correct wrapper by
checking the entity namespace.

All wrappers inherit from Pwrap. It contains functions implementing
bridging between sources (e.g. data item x in source A is dependent on data
item y in source B, or execution x in source A received a data item from
execution y in source B ). It also provides default upstream/downstream
functions with source bridging support.

There are currently 2 types of wrappers: XMLwrap implements load-
ing of an XML data file and provides access through XPath. RDFwrap
implements access to an RDF server using SPARQL. Other data types i.e.
relational DB can be implemented in a similar way.

The wrappers for VisTrails and PASOA have been implemented using
XMLwrap while the wrapper for Taverna has been implemented using RD-
Fwrap. Taverna uses the XML/RDF format for specifying provenance,
which makes it possible to process it using both XPath and SPARQL. We
have chosen to use SPARQL because it is native to the data format and
we wanted to have another type of wrapper. We also experimented with
implementing it using XMLwrap and found that it was possible but more
complex to implement since all the RDF constructs had to be expressed
using XPath queries.
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3.4.1 Experiences

We will now discuss our findings during the case study as well as issues
encountered while implementing the mediator and how they have been ad-
dressed.

Mismatches between models. We found only a few mismatches between
the models we considered. This indicates that it is possible to create a
general provenance model that is efficient. One mismatch was due to the
labeling of modules. In Taverna, modules are assigned user-defined names
whereas VisTrails uses the name of the module type. This can confuse users,
for example, a VisTrails user looking at a Taverna workflow may falsely
assume that the label of a module represents its type. In our implementation,
this was resolved by creating the concept label that for Taverna mapped to
the module label and for VisTrails mapped to the module type. The label
provides a description of the module. For example, the label of a VisTrails
module will be the same as the name of its type.

Implementing wrappers. Constructing wrappers is time-consuming. A
wrapper needs to provide a wide range of access methods so that it can
efficiently support general queries. This is in contrast to n ∗ n mapping
approaches (see Section 3.2.3), where specifying an individual mapping be-
tween two models can be a lot simpler. The down side for the latter is that
too many mappings may be required for a more comprehensive integration
system.

Transitive closure. The implementation of transitive closure (i.e., the up-
stream/downstream functions) was problematic. XPath and SPARQL does
not support transitive closure operations natively. Possible workarounds are
to use recursive functions for XQuery [XQu08] or add inference rules to the
SPARQL engine. But in both solutions, queries are expensive to evaluate.
To overcome this problem, we have used two other methods: (1) wrap-
pers implement the closure as recursive calls of single-step operations—this
method is system-independent but not very efficient; (2) cache the transi-
tive relations on the mediator and perform the closure computation on the
client side—this method is fast, but not scalable, since it requires loading
the transitive data from the data stores. Support for transitive closure com-
putation is a topic that has been well-studied in deductive databases (see
e.g., [IR88]) and we plan to experiment with alternative and more efficient
approaches.

We note that the optimizations for limiting the scope and depth of transi-
tive closures were useful for some of the provenance challenge queries. Scope
means restricting traversal of nodes that are known to be of no interest to
the user. Depth means restricting the number of steps the query should
traverse. For example, scope restrictions were used to discard everything
before softmean in Query 2; and for Query 3, the stages can be interpreted
as meaning depth, in which case a depth restriction is useful.

Provenance interoperability and data identifiers. A problem that needs
to be addressed to reconstruct the provenance of a data item across multiple
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provenance stores is how to identify the data items used, e.g., how to assign
a string to each data item that uniquely identifies it. If a data item is the
product of a sequence of workflows and the connections among the workflows
are represented only by the data items they exchange, then versioning of the
files is required to correctly connect the provenance records. Furthermore,
identifiers used in the different models may be of different types and use
different resolution methods. As a result, one can not assume any specific
format or that the identifiers will be unique. Our solution was to append the
type of provenance model to the identifier and treat the identifiers themselves
as strings. Essentially, our mediator creates its own namespace. It would
be preferable to use the namespace already present in the source data but
since they were of different types or not present at all this was not possible.
Another potential solution for this problem would be the adoption of a
common identifier type for provenance entities, such as the LSIDs as used
in the Taverna model. This is also an open question in the OPM.

3.5 Conclusions

We addressed the problem of provenance interoperability as data integra-
tion and proposed a mediator-based architecture for integrating provenance
from multiple sources. We have identified a core set of concepts and access
functions present in different provenance systems, and used them to develop
a general provenance model and query API. To validate our approach, we
implemented the mediator along with wrappers for three provenance mod-
els. We used the system to evaluate a series of queries over provenance data
derived by the different systems. The preliminary results of our case study
indicate that this approach can efficiently integrate data provenance.
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Chapter 4

Using Provenance to
Support Real-Time
Collaborative Design of
Workflows

This chapter presents a method for real-time collaborative workflow design.
The synchronization of workflow changes, which we call workflow evolution
provenance, is automatic, immediate, and unobtrusive, allowing users to see
collaborators’ changes as they are made. This enables an efficient method of
collaboration. We present an interface and algorithm for the synchronization
that is based on the common scenarios presented in Section 2.2.3.

The work described in this chapter has been published as [EKA+08].

4.1 Introduction

In collaborative scenarios, users often exchange workflow specifications via e-
mail. This process can be slow and tedious and is not practical for situations
where results need to be obtained quickly. In some cases, it may be possible
to divide the work in such a way that collaborators can work independently
and then combine their work for a final result. However, this assumes that
a modular design is possible; in reality, workflows are often created through
trial and error, with many inter-dependencies.

To support the collaborative design of workflows, we propose a mecha-
nism that allows collaborators to simultaneously work on a task and see each
other’s changes in real time. With a group of users who are working on the
same task, the changes made by each user are automatically propagated to
the rest of the group. Note that we do not automatically merge changes like
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Figure 4.1: A version tree containing a series of workflows that derive vi-
sualizations of the Columbia River Estuary. The visualizations have been
created by collaborating users. Versions created by different users are rep-
resented using different colors.

version control systems. Rather, we display each change as a new branch
of exploration and allow the user to switch between branches regardless of
who created them. Using workflow evolution provenance, for example, the
change-based representation for a collection of workflows [FSC+06], we can
visually display a tree containing all contributions. This lets collaborators
share and receive updates in real time, while at the same time giving them
the option to selectively ignore updates they do not care about. This chapter
describes an architecture that supports this functionality. We present a new
algorithm for synchronization and discuss how it can be used in practice.

4.2 Architecture

In order to support real-time collaborative design workflows, we need a
provenance architecture that supports a collection of versioned workflows
and a centralized provenance repository that all collaborators can access.
We require a versioning system because each user needs to know how their
collaborators’ work relates to their own. More importantly, we need to
protect the users’ work; we should not blindly erase or update their own
changes. A centralized repository is needed to manage all the workflows
and to provide the means for notifying collaborators when changes occur.
The combination of these two methods not only allows users to efficiently
share collections of workflows, but also enables them to see the entire history
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of the workflow specifications as they develop in real time, regardless of how
many users collaborate on the project.
Workflow Evolution Provenance. Because we expect to encounter a
large number of changes to a workflow specification, especially in a collabo-
rative environment, it can be inefficient to store specifications for all different
versions of the workflows. The change-based provenance model [FSC+06]
provides a concise representation for workflow evolution history. This model
captures the changes applied to a series of workflows, akin to a database
transaction log. As a user modifies a workflow (e.g., by adding a module,
changing a parameter or deleting a connection), the provenance mechanism
transparently records each change action. We can then reconstruct any
workflow specification by replaying the sequence of captured changes from
an empty specification to the desired version.

The change-based model not only captures changes as a workflow evolves,
but it also presents external changes to collaborators in a meaningful way.
An important feature of this representation is that it can be visualized as
a version tree, where each node corresponds to a workflow specification and
each edge corresponds to the sequence of changes that transforms the parent
specification into the child. Because the version tree captures all changes,
users have great flexibility in exploring different alternatives without worry-
ing about losing the ability to go back to a specific version. They can per-
form arbitrary undos and redos—any workflow version is easily recalled by
selecting the corresponding node in the version tree. Additionally, users can
easily see how their collaborators have taken different approaches to solving
related problems and how others’ techniques relate to their own ideas. As
discussed below, we leverage this layout to inform users of changes without
forcing them to immediately consider or integrate those changes.
Centralized Repository. We use a relational database management sys-
tem (RDBMS) for our centralized repository in order to efficiently capture
and broadcast workflow changes. We chose to use a RDBMS because these
systems provide secure access protocols, support concurrent transactions
from multiple users, and include trigger mechanisms for alerting users when
the database is updated. These features are essential to ensure data consis-
tency and to support real-time updates in our collaborative infrastructure.
Other kinds of database systems that support these features could also be
used in our infrastructure.

To use an RDBMS for our repository, we need to map the necessary
provenance information to a relational schema. Because we use the change-
based representation, a collection of related workflows is stored as a tree.
This tree contains metadata and an ordered set of actions that correspond
to user modifications to workflows. Each action, in turn, consists of a se-
quence of atomic operations. For example, a paste action that adds a set
of modules and connections to an existing workflow contains a sequence of
operations: add module, add connection, etc.. An operation, besides its
data payload (e.g., module specification, connection specification, parameter
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value), includes metadata (e.g., the user who performed the action and an-
notations). Each of these entities (actions, operations, payloads) is stored in
its own table, permitting a normalized (redundancy-free) representation. In
addition to storing the change-based representation of workflow evolution,
the schema also supports explicit workflow specifications and workflow exe-
cution information. Execution information can be important when users are
unfamiliar with the collection of workflows and wish to know which work-
flows are routinely used and which workflows were successfully executed.

4.3 Synchronized Design

Our main contribution is a new method for automatically capturing work-
flow changes performed by multiple users and alerting them about these
changes immediately and unobtrusively. This allows users in different geo-
graphically distributed locations to collaboratively design and refine work-
flows, as in the scenario illustrated in Figure 4.1. We accomplish this by
committing the local changes (performed by each individual user) to a cen-
tralized repository, sending the changes out from the repository to each
collaborator, and adding the changes to each collaborator’s local version
tree. Note that we are not merging workflow specifications but synchro-
nizing workflow evolution provenance. Each collaborator can continue their
work and they need not even view the new changes. Before describing the
implementation of our prototype, we describe the algorithm for synchroniz-
ing the version tree.

4.3.1 Algorithm

There are two key requirements for our algorithm. First, we need a way to
save data from a local version tree to the centralized repository. Second, we
need a way to load data from that repository to update the collaborators’
local version trees. Below, we describe the mechanisms we developed to
satisfy these requirements.

Recall that the version tree is induced by a set of actions A. Each action
a ∈ A has a unique identifier derived by the function id : A → N, where
id assigns the smallest unassigned integer to a new action. This function is
trivially monotonic: given a1, a2 ∈ A,

id(a1) < id(a2) ⇐⇒ a1 was added before a2

We will leverage this property to easily determine what has changed in a
given version tree. Specifically, let

N(A) = max
ai∈V

id(ai)

be the largest action id in a set of actions A. Then, for two sets of actions,
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A1 ⊆ A2, the set of new actions, ΔA, is

ΔA = {a ∈ A2 | N(A1) < id(a) ≤ N(A2)}
This means that we can efficiently determine which actions are required for
a user to update his version tree. If a user has copied all of the actions
in the database up to id ND, then we only need to copy actions ai with
id(ai) > ND from the database. Conversely, if a user has already saved all
actions up to NL to the database, only actions ai with id(ai) > NL need to
be sent to the database. Figure 4.2 shows a simple example of the steps of
the algorithm.
Relabeling. Determining the set of new actions is easy when one of the
two sets being compared is a superset of the other. However, when multiple
users are collaborating, we might not be in this situation. Consider the
scenario shown in Figure 4.3, where user A and user B made changes at the
same time. Both clients will try to simultaneously save their actions to the
database before being notified of the other’s changes. In each of their local
version trees, they both have actions with id 7, but these actions are not
the same. Assuming A’s request gets to the repository first, her action will
be given id 7 while B’s action will become id 8. Thus, after pushing out the
other’s updates, A and B will have the same tree except that the ids of the
nodes may differ.

Since an update of the ids in the local version tree might interfere with
a user’s current work, we choose to maintain a set of local ids that can be
mapped to the global repository ids. Specifically, we maintain a bijective
map

M : idglobal ↔ idlocal

Let Mlocal denote the reverse mapping from global to local and Mglobal de-
note the forward mapping from local to global. All user operations will
be accomplished using the local ids, but whenever we need to save to the
centralized repository, we translate everything to the global set of ids. Fig-
ure 4.3 shows an example of this relabeling.
Beyond Actions. As described earlier, an action contains metadata and
a set of atomic operations. The metadata and the atomic operations, in
turn, contain their own ids and may also include references to other enti-
ties. Thus, the relabeling of an action needs to update these references as
well. For example, each action stores both its own id (action.id) and its
parent id (action.prev id). If we update the id of the action referenced by
action.prev id, we also need to update the prev id field. The same is true
for child objects. Suppose the connection in an add connection operation
references the two modules it connects by id. If we remap the id of one or
both of those modules in an add module operation, we need to update the
ids in the add connection operation as well. This requires an ordering that
respects the properties being updated; we impose an explicit order on mod-
ules and connections so that all modules are relabeled before connections to
ensure all references are updated.
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Algorithm 1: Incremental Load Algorithm
Input: The local version tree V , idV (the id function for V ), the
global-to-local id map M , and the centralized repository D.
Output: None. It updates both V and M in place.
Load(V , idV , M , D)
(1) max id ← Query V for the maximum id
(2) A ← Query D for all actions with id > max id
(3) foreach a in A:
(4) Create a′, a local copy of a
(5) a′.id ← idV (a)
(6) a′.prev id ← Mlocal(a.prev id)
(7) Add pair (a.id, a′.id) to M
(8) Add a′ to V

Algorithm 2: Incremental Save Algorithm
Input: The local version tree V , idD (the id function for
D), the global-to-local id map M , and the centralized repos-
itory D.
Output: None. It updates both V and M in place.
Store(V , idD, M , D)
(1) max id← Query D for the maximum id
(2) A← Query V for all actions with id > max id
(3) foreach a in A:
(4) Create a′, a global copy of a
(5) a′.id← idD(a)
(6) a′.prev id←Mglobal(a.prev id)
(7) Add pair (a′.id, a.id) to M
(8) Add a′ to D

Algorithm Specifics. We combine the method for determining new actions
with our relabeling strategy to obtain robust algorithms for incrementally
loading from and saving to a database. Algorithm 1 describes the loading
algorithm and Algorithm 2 summarizes the saving algorithm. In each algo-
rithm, we use either the database or local version tree to update the other
depending on the direction, ensuring that new ids are assigned, existing ids
are remapped, and the global-to-local mapping M is updated. Note that all
entities are updated in place, copying only the (new) required information
from one side to the other.

4.3.2 Implementation

We have implemented the synchronization mechanism on top of the Vis-
Trails system (http://www.vistrails.org). The implementation consists of a
client/server architecture shown in Figure 4.2. The server-side is a MySQL
database that stores version trees. Users can create synchronization sessions
through the user interface (see below). The standard VisTrails database
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Figure 4.2: The synchronization algorithm. Client A creates a new change
(labeled as version 3). This new version is automatically saved to the repos-
itory (Step 1). Whenever the repository is updated, it notifies all clients of
the new change (Step 2). All clients (including Client B) then incrementally
update themselves (Step 3).

schema has been extended to store information about synchronized sessions.
This information includes the ids of synchronized version trees, user ids, IP
addresses, and port numbers. A database trigger uses this information to
notify clients when relevant updates are available. The notification is done
by an external MySQL function that uses a socket to connect to the client.
The message to the client includes the version tree id number so that the
client can request the updates for that version tree. Note that messages
about changes to a given version tree are sent to all users using that version
tree, except to the user whose changes activated the trigger.

The client-side application is a modified version of VisTrails; the modi-
fications include code for performing incremental updates and saves against
the database and for receiving notification messages from the database. Be-
cause the system contains a controller object for each version tree, we use
it to monitor these notifications and start update procedures. Because the
controller is linked to the GUI, we also need to redraw the version tree
whenever synchronization modifies the tree.

To setup synchronization, users need to select (or create) a database
to serve as a centralized repository. This database must have the schema
as outlined above and the synchronization triggers that send the update
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Figure 4.3: Relabeling. Because two users may make updates at the same
time or may temporarily lose their connections with the repository, the
ids of their nodes may not correspond with the repository’s ids. To solve
this problem, each client stores the tree according to its own local ids and
maintains a map to the repository’s global ids.

notifications. Once the database is in place, users connect to it and select
the version trees they want to share. After that, the synchronization (sync)
mode can be enabled with the push of a button. From that point on, the
version tree will be kept in sync with the central repository and the other
users. To help distinguish between versions, those created by other users
are shown in blue while one’s own versions are highlighted in orange.

4.3.3 Issues

Mutable Objects. The monotonicity of the version tree is required for
the synchronization process. Change actions and operations are immutable:
they are never modified after they are stored in the repository. Thus, the
system only needs to check for new objects in order to perform synchroniza-
tion. There are, however, mutable objects associated with actions for which
this optimization cannot be applied. For example, VisTrails has version
tags and version annotations associated with workflows that can be modi-
fied, and these modifications are not saved as actions. Version tags assign
text labels to workflow versions while version annotations store general notes
about the version. Because changes to these objects are non-monotonic (and
destructive), all objects must be saved and loaded during each incremental
load/save. Locally, we can keep a flag that indicates whether or not the
entity changed so that we only need to save it when it does, but the same
cannot be done for the global repository. Nonetheless, since the volume of
mutable data is small, we copy all instances during an incremental load.
Integrating Changes. A nice feature of our synchronization framework
is that it does not require the user to integrate another user’s changes.
However, consider the situation where two users (A and B) are working on a
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similar problem, and they have attacked different pieces of it from a common
starting point. Each has seen that the other has made changes, but they
wanted to finish their own piece. Later, when they decide to integrate these
changes, user A can switch to B’s version and make the changes applied in
her own version. A more efficient alternative would be for user A to use the
analogies mechanism [SKV+07] implemented in VisTrails to automatically
apply the changes from one branch to another.
Local parameters. Workflows may not always have the same meaning to
all users, and they may disagree about certain parameter settings or methods
used. For example, an input filename parameter may differ between two
users because the users store the file in different disk locations. Currently,
the only way to deal with such local parameter settings is to create a different
version for each set of parameters. This means that a change in one user
workflow will not propagate to the other version, which is not desirable. A
solution to this problem could be to separate the shared workflow from the
local settings, creating a division of the workflow in some way.
Data sharing. The ability to share data is an important part of collabora-
tion. For workflows, you may want to share output data as well as input and
intermediate results. This can be done with a data pool which maintains
up-to-date data items created by the users. This would make it possible for
users not only to see each other’s results, but also use the data as inputs to
other workflows. The COVISA project [WWB97] implements this kind of
data sharing. Users can exchange data and directly use it in their pipelines.
Another system that implements the idea of a data pool is the Data Play-
ground [GGW+07]. The Data Playground provides a workflow editor that is
highly data-centric, letting users view and import data while they compose
workflows that in turn create new data items. This gives the users control
over their data while they experiment with different data manipulation op-
erations. The prototype only works for one user but it shows how a data
centric view can be used in collaborative workflow design.
Module packages. Users must have a common set of module packages
in order to share workflow specifications. Module packages contain sets of
modules that perform similar functions, much like web services. If one col-
laborator is missing a module, a workflow containing that module cannot be
executed. For workflows that require many different packages and libraries,
an effective mechanism is needed for sharing. This can be done, for exam-
ple, through the use of public repositories or automatic methods for users to
import module packages from other users as they are required. The pack-
ages are often platform specific and versioned, so finding the right package
is not trivial. This requires packages to use a good versioning scheme, pos-
sibly with backward-compatible packages. Different package versions also
need to exist for different platforms so that the platform can be switched
while maintaining compatible packages. Another way to handle module
sharing is to use shared computing infrastructure, such as the TeraGrid
(http://www.teragrid.org), which provides a comprehensive set of packages.
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4.3.4 Discussion

While there are many systems that provide mechanisms to deal with the
difficulties associated with the collaborative modification of files, they are
not built to handle structured information like workflows. For this reason,
many workflow systems lack comprehensive version control for their work-
flow specifications.

Many systems have been developed with the singular purpose of pro-
viding version control. Software such as SVN [PCSF04], CVS [Ced93], and
Visual Source Safe [Mic97] are optimized to robustly handle the version con-
trol requirements associated with source code. Unfortunately, when dealing
with workflow descriptions, the standard merge operations common to text
files are inadequate and require specialized processing. A second issue is
that these systems require users to manually perform check-ins and check-
outs in order to synchronize versions. Finally, users are often required to
merge their changes with older changes, making it more difficult to explore
new directions.

We address the shortfalls of standard version control with our method
based on synchronizing workflow evolution provenance. Using this approach,
workflow descriptions can be analyzed and modified to provide a truly multi-
user, collaborative environment, in real time. These modifications provide
the basis for version control of rapidly evolving, collaboratively created work-
flows. The intuitive system allows closer collaboration between users by
immediately alerting all users of each other’s changes.

4.4 Related work

In this chapter we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first proposal
for an infrastructure that supports real-time collaborative workflow design.
Trying to use knowledge from multiple sources in the creation of workflows
is nothing new, but we are unaware of previous work that has addressed this
in real-time situations. This section discusses other techniques for enabling
collaborative design.

There are existing mechanisms that can be used for collaborative design
of workflows. One of the most general and common methods of real-time
collaboration is through remote desktops like VNC [RSFWH98]. By using
this method in the design of a workflow, one user can see another user per-
form operations, such as dragging modules around and creating connections.
But for more efficient modes of interaction, both users need to have control
simultaneously, and be able to choose whether to take notice of other users’
activities. In addition, provenance information would be lost, since it is not
possible to distinguish changes performed by different users.

A related area is that of collaborative visualization such as the COV-
ISA project [WWB97] and NoCoV [WBHW06]. COVISA enable several
modes of collaboration like sharing data, sharing control of parameters and
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instructor driven collaboration where one user is in control of another user’s
pipeline. NoCoV enables users to collaboratively edit a pipeline consisting
of instances of Notification Web Services. Both of these systems enables
collaboration in the creation of the visualization pipeline but they do not
support the exchange or existence of different versions of the pipeline.

The use of real-time collaboration has been explored in other areas. Co-
browsing [Ese02] enables multiple people to browse by sharing a web browser
view and following links together. Similar to VNC, co-browsing is useful
when a user wants to guide another through a browsing session. However,
unlike VNC where the whole desktop is shared, in co-browsing users only
share a browser view. Co-browsing can thus be more efficient, since only
clicks within a browser view need to be propagated to the users.

Sharing workflows through public repositories like myExperiment [mye]
and Yahoo! Pipes [Yah] serves other purposes. These repositories foster the
re-use of knowledge through searchable sites. However, the synchronization
infrastructure we propose could potentially be a useful feature offered by
these sites.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter described an infrastructure that supports real-time collabo-
rative design of workflows. This infrastructure represents a version of the
workflow lifecycle in which workflows are subject to constant and immedi-
ate reuse. The workflow design knowledge is shared in real time, which can
improve close collaborations. As such, it is an essential part of improving
workflow reuse.

This infrastructure can be integrated with any workflow system that
captures workflow evolution provenance. Our implementation of the syn-
chronization mechanism on top of the VisTrails system shows that workflow
systems can be a powerful tool for real-time collaboration. Users can collab-
orate efficiently and effectively, exploring different branches and taking ad-
vantage of each other’s progress. Together with techniques for data sharing
and remote execution, this enables efficient creation of complex workflows.

By leveraging the concise representation of workflows provided by the
change-based provenance model, synchronization is efficient: only incremen-
tal changes need to be propagated to collaborating users. However, further
experiments are needed to assess the scalability of the current implementa-
tion.

We believe that our provenance-based synchronization mechanism can
be applied to applications other than workflows. Combined with techniques
to visualize provenance information, this mechanism can serve as a powerful
platform for collaborative design in general. Users can share their work
effectively while inspecting each other’s contributions. The application of
our synchronization infrastructure in other areas of computational design is
a direction we plan to pursue in future work.
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Chapter 5

A First Study on
Presenting Workflow
Search Results

An important aspect of workflow reuse is to be able to search for workflows
efficiently. In this chapter, we have conducted an initial study of presenting
workflows as search results. The motivation for this work was presented
in Chapter 2. The presentation of search results is an important aspect
of a workflow search engine, as it is a way for users to evaluate suitable
workflows once they have been retrieved by the search engine. This chapter
studies alternative techniques for deriving concise, yet informative, workflow
snippets. We study both the summarization of individual workflows, and the
summarization of workflow sets. The goal is to help users identify relevant
workflows without having to look at the full workflow specification.

This work has previously been published as [ESLF09].

5.1 Introduction

There are different pieces of information associated with a workflow, includ-
ing its specification (modules, connections and parameters) and additional
metadata, such as a textual description and the workflow creator. To display
search results, an important challenge is how to summarize this information.
Workflow snippets are short summarizations of workflows that enable users
to select the most promising results without having to access all the de-
tails of the workflow itself. As with snippets generated by traditional search
engines, workflow snippets can help users more quickly identify relevant
workflows, without having to inspect their details.

Existing workflow search engines, such as Yahoo! Pipes and myExperi-
ment [mye], use metadata associated with workflows to derive snippets (see
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Figure 5.1: Workflow snippets from Yahoo! Pipes. The quality of snippets
depends on the quality of the metadata associated with a workflow. The snippet
on the top has an informative description, the one on the bottom does not.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2). As a result, the quality of the snippets is highly de-
pendent on the quality of the metadata associated with the workflows. For
example, while the top snippet in Figure 5.1 provides a detailed description
of the workflow, the one on the bottom does not. Although both snippets
show a thumbnail with a visual representation of the workflows, neither ex-
ploits the actual workflow specification. We posit that by exploiting the
workflow specification, we can generate high-quality snippets even when
metadata is poor or non-existent.

An important challenge we need to address is how to display enough
structural information, given space constraints. We are faced with con-
flicting requirements: snippets need to be concise and, at the same time,
informative. If snippets are too large (see e.g., Figure 5.2), only a few will
fit on a page, forcing users to browse through multiple pages. If they are too
small, users will be forced to examine a potentially large number of work-
flows. Since workflows can be complex, contain several modules and many
more connections, not only is it hard to fit multiple results on a page, but
also the complexity of the workflows can confuse users.

In many cases methods that deal with individual workflows are not ef-
ficient on larger sets of workflows. [SKV+07] describes a method to show
the differences between pairs of similar workflows, but this method quickly
becomes too complex when dealing with more than two workflows. It also
requires the number of workflows to be small, and similar. This does not
scale in a search engine where a large number of highly dissimilar workflows
need to be presented at the same time. Thus we need algorithms that are
scalable to large sets of workflows.

Unlike textual documents [TTHW07], the structure present in workflows
makes the problem of summarization more challenging. Our strategies take
into account that workflows can be large and dissimilar, and that multiple
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Figure 5.2: Workflow snippets from myExperiment. While the top snippet con-
tains a detailed description of the workflow and additional metadata, such as
popularity and number of downloads, the bottom snippet contains very little in-
formation making it difficult to determine what the workflow actually does.

workflows need to be presented in a limited space. Our contributions can
be summarized as follows:

•We discuss requirements for generating high-quality workflow snippets;

•We propose alternative techniques for selecting important subsets of the
workflow information to be displayed in a snippet;

•We present a user study where we evaluate the proposed techniques and
compare them against existing workflow snippet generation strategies. Our
preliminary results show that quality of the snippets (as perceived by the
users) improves when structural information is included.

In Section 5.2, we define the problem of generating workflow snippets and
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discuss the requirements for generating high-quality snippets. We describe
different strategies for generating and presenting the snippets in Section 5.3.
In Section 5.4, we evaluate the snippet strategies and discuss our preliminary
results. We present related work in Section 5.5. We conclude the chapter in
Section 5.6.

5.2 Problem Formulation

We will now provide a formal definition of a workflow, and discuss the re-
quirements for generating workflow snippets.

5.2.1 Definitions

The workflow is defined in Section 2.2.1. Figure 5.3A shows a workflow
consisting of a connected set of modules. Pre-defined parameters on modules
are not shown. Besides the workflow specification W , workflows are also
associated with a list of annotations A that adds metadata to the workflow.
Annotations are triples on the form subject, key, value where subject is a
component of the workflow (e.g., a module or sub-graph), key is the type
of annotation, and value is the actual annotation. Annotations are used to
attach metadata to the workflow.

A workflow collection C contains a set of workflows. A search query
consists of a list of query terms Q. Any word w in the workflow specifi-
cation such that w ∈ Q is considered a keyword.1 A search query over C
returns a result set R where R ⊂ C and |R| = k. A workflow snippet S
provides a summary of a workflow specification. It consists of a subset of
the information in the workflow specification: S ⊂W ∪A.
Snippet Generation. Given a workflow w, we aim to construct a snippet S
that is informative and concise. The workflow collection (C), query (Q), and
result (R) set are potential sources of information that can be included in
the snippet. We introduce a function FScore: {C,Q,R, W, S} → c, which,
given these information sources, the snippet S and workflow W , outputs a
score c ∈ R, indicating the usefulness of the snippet. Our goal is to generate
a snippet S with the highest possible FScore.

5.2.2 Snippet Requirements

Snippets should allow users to browse and determine the relevance of work-
flows more efficiently, i.e., a user should be able to identify workflows that
are relevant to her query by examining the snippets, and should not need
to inspect the details of each workflow in the result set.

1Although, in this chapter we focus on keyword-based queries, our techniques can be
extended to support structural queries [SKV+07,SVK+08].
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Figure 5.3: (A) A workflow where darker modules indicate more uncommon
modules (IDF-value). (B) A snippet showing the neighborhood matching the
query “vtkVolume AND 20000”. The query keywords are highlighted and the
keyword neighborhood is displayed as a set of paths. (C) A snippet showing the
modules with highest IDF value. (D) A snippet showing representatives for the
most important groups.

Huang et al. have studied the problem of generating snippets for XML
query results [HLC08]. They outline four criteria to evaluate snippets. Snip-
pets should be: self-contained, representative, distinguishable, and small.
Below we describe how we map these criteria to the workflow snippets, and
in Section 5.3, we discuss how these criteria are used as the basis to design
snippet generation strategies.
Self-contained. A snippet should show the context of keywords in the
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query. Each module m is associated with a set of keywords key(m) which
are extracted from the module name, type, annotations, and parameters. If
a query Q matches a module, key(m) ∩ Q �= ∅, the module m and other
modules in its neighborhood should be included in the snippet. Since there
can be overlaps of the neighborhoods of modules that match a query, the
snippet generation strategy must find the set of modules MS ⊂ M that is
most relevant.
Representative. A snippet should capture the essence of each workflow—
what the workflow actually does. This is analogous to how sentences are
selected to represent a document in text snippets. We need to identify
the most prominent features in the workflow graph that best represent its
semantics, i.e., MR ⊂M .
Distinguishable. The difference between any pair of snippets should be
visible. To ensure this, we must find and display the structural differences
among the workflows in a result set. In other words, we need to identify
the set of most distinguishing modules MD ⊂ M . This is analogous to
clustering text documents and extends the usual representation of snippets
to also include information about other workflows in the result set.
Small. Snippets should be compact so that many can fit on a single result
page. We do this by fixing the maximum number of modules in each snippet
to g.

Given these requirements, a workflow snippet can be constructed as a
combination of the relevant modules S = {MS ∪ MR ∪ MD}, such that
|S| ≤ g. To understand the implications of applying these different criteria,
we will examine each individually below. We note, however, that in the
general case we need a mechanism to weigh the different measures to be
able to select the best combination of modules.

5.3 Snippet Generation

In this section we address the problem of presenting snippets for single work-
flows. In the introduction we argued that workflow snippets need to exploit
the graph structure of workflows. To concisely represent a workflow graph,
we propose different summarization strategies that selectively display (or
hide) components of workflow graphs. Before presenting different strategies
for generating and displaying snippets, we describe two metrics that capture
the notion of importance of sub-components of a workflow.

5.3.1 Structural Importance

In order to select the subsets of a workflow that should be displayed (or
hidden) in a snippet, we first need to define a notion of importance. The
intuition behind our choice comes from two empirical observations: modules
that are present in a given workflow but that are unusual in the result set
(or in the workflow collection) might be of interest to the user—they are
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a distinguishing feature of the workflow. Furthermore, modules that occur
together in many workflows represent a semantic entity (a pattern) that can
be of interest to the users.

To identify distinguishing modules we apply a measure that is widely
used in information retrieval: Inverse Document Frequency [BYRN99]. IDF
is defined as:

idf(m) = log N/N(m)

where N = |C| and N(m) = |∀W : W ∈ C ∧m ∈W |. We can then esti-
mate, for each module type, how rare it is in the collection. For example,
Figure 5.3A shows a workflow where darker modules correspond to mod-
ules that have a higher IDF value—the modules are more uncommon in the
collection.

By measuring module co-occurrence (or semantic proximity), we can
find interesting groups of modules. These groups form semantic entities
that can be represented in a more compact way, e.g., by collapsing a group
into a single module. A similarity measure that fits our requirements is the
Jaccard distance [VR79]. The semantic distance between module types MA

and MB can be defined as:

dist(MA,MB) = 1− P (MA ∩MB)
P (MA) + P (MB)− P (MA ∩MB)

which requires the frequency of MA in C, the frequency of MB in C,
and the frequency of MA and MB occurring together in C. Note that
dist(MA,MB) = 0 when MA and MB always occur together, and
dist(MA,MB) = 1 when they never occur together.

5.3.2 Module Selection Strategies

We will now propose four different snippet generation strategies. Our goal
is to highlight structural features of the workflows, and each strategy uses a
different method to select which modules in the workflow to include in the
snippet.
Query-Neighborhood Strategy. This strategy identifies important mod-
ules MS in the neighborhood of a set of modules that match the query key-
words. We use the following analogy to snippets for text documents: mod-
ules represent words, and connected sets of modules correspond to sentences.
We first choose all modules MQ that match the query Q, and traverse their
connections to find the neighborhood. This can be done through a breadth-
first search from the initial set of modules that stops when g modules are
found. Since g is small, we select the modules with the highest IDF value
first, i.e., the most descriptive modules. The snippet in Figure 5.3B shows
a representation of such a neighborhood split up into paths.
IDF Strategy. The goal of this strategy is to discover a set MR of modules
that are representative for a workflow. Using the IDF measure, we can
choose the top g modules with the largest IDF value. This strategy is
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between optimal and greedy grouping algorithms. Left,
difference in total error versus number of nodes. Right, the running time versus
number of nodes.

used for the snippet in Figure 5.3C. The main advantage of this strategy is
that common modules that do not contribute to the understanding of the
workflow are selected last. A possible drawback is that the most uncommon
modules may occur within the same part of the workflow, which may leave
other, potentially important sub-graphs unrepresented. The next strategy
addresses this issue.
Grouping Strategy. This strategy attempts to group together modules
that co-occur often. This is based on the observation that workflows may
contain sub-graphs with specific functionality that can be presented as a
single entity, making for a more compact and yet useful representation.
We divide the graph into sub-graphs (groups) such that each group Mn

is a connected sub-graph of M . We want to find a set of disjoint groups
G = {M1...Mg} that covers the whole graph. We use the Jaccard distance
to measure the semantic relatedness of specific groups using:

MScore(Mn) =

∑

mi,mj∈Mn

dist(mimj)

|Mn|
The score for the workflow is:

GScore(G) =
∑

Mi∈G

MScore(Mi)

Testing all possible G reduces to the Exact Cover problem [Kar72], which
is NP-complete. We have used a greedy algorithm that starts with a group
for each module, and merges the two adjacent groups that give the best
GScore until g groups remain. This approximation reduces the complexity
to polynomial time. Figure 5.4 shows the difference between optimal and
greedy versions. The optimal version fails when |M | > 14 whereas the
greedy scales well. The approximation error of the greedy version is small
in most cases, but was not computable for large workflows.
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Figure 5.5: Multiple snippets having common groups. The algorithm identifies
shared groups and shows them with colors. A legend showing the meaning of the
colors is shown on the top. (Best viewed in color.)

Once we have a set of groups, for each group G, we select the module
with the highest IDF in G to be the representative for that group. Another
alternative would be to select the module with the lowest Jaccard distance,
but this leads to the selection of modules that are too common and do
not reflect the complexity of the group. The IDF method, in contrast, often
selects uncommon (more specialized) modules and provides more meaningful
labels for the groups. Figure 5.3D shows an example of a snippet derived
by this strategy. Although the groups are not shown explicitly, notice the
addition of V TKCell that represents a previously unrepresented part of the
workflow.
Difference Highlighting Strategy. This strategy aims to display the
differences and similarities among workflows in a result set. Because work-
flows in a set may share sub-graphs, seeing the differences and similarities
may help users obtain a global understanding of the workflows and identify
specific features (e.g., modules or groups that occur in many workflows).
Since a result set consists of multiple workflows, it is not possible (or even
desirable) to show all differences, so we focus on identifying the most promi-
nent ones. The strategy works as follows. First, the grouping strategy is
used to find common groups. To increase the number of matches, we con-
sider two groups if they contain the same types of modules, disregarding the
graph structure. Sub-groups can then be selected that makes it possible to
match sub-graphs of large workflows with small workflows. This attenuates
the effect of oversimplifying large workflows, which leads to the hiding of
structures that they may have in common with smaller workflows. Based
on user feedback (see Section 5.4), we have designed a presentation method
for highlighting the group containment, which is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
The snippets have been aligned horizontally to make the differences clearer.
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Figure 5.6: A snippet presented as a partial workflow graph. x3 indicates that
3 modules have been collapsed.

Figure 5.7: A snippet presented as a graph with a color legend describing the
modules. (Best viewed in color.)

5.3.3 Snippet Presentation

As Figure 5.3 illustrates, a textual representation for a snippet can be com-
pact and informative, but structural information is lost since only a few
paths of the workflow are shown. As an improvement, we propose present-
ing a dynamic image of a sub-graph of the workflow that represents the
thumbnail, as shown in Figure 5.6, which uses the same strategy as the
snippet in Figure 5.3C. The idea is to make the graph similar to that seen
in a workflow editor and thus easier to interpret for experienced users. The
disadvantage is that processing time increases—multiple graphs must be dy-
namically rendered, and additional screen space is needed for each snippet.
As a compromise, we designed a snippet where a textual legend is displayed
next to the graph (see Figure 5.7). The graph can then be very small and
still contain dynamic information. A problem seen with this approach is
that users must keep referring to the legend to understand the graph.

When presenting differences between multiple snippets, the user feed-
back suggested that we should not represent each snippet individually, but
together, and clearly highlight their differences and similarities. This calls
for a more compact way of presenting multiple snippets. An alternative
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Figure 5.8: Results of questionnaire. Gray bars represents mean scores. Black
circles represent observed scores: larger black circles means more scores on that
value. (a) Features that users found important sorted by mean importance. (b)
The scores for the IDF and Grouping strategy. (c) User grades for the four snippets
sorted by mean value.

approach is to highlight common parts in each workflow, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.5. Groups that are similar have the same color and differences are
represented by white groups. It is then possible to see if workflows are simi-
lar in structure. One drawback of this method is that users must refer to the
legend to know what each group represents, and groups without a legend are
not useful. It is also sometimes not intuitive to spot the differences between
workflows; they may have nothing in common; the group order may be re-
arranged, breaking spatial similarity; and some differences may be hidden,
due to lack of space.

5.4 Preliminary Evaluation

In order to evaluate the proposed snippet generation strategies, we per-
formed a user study where we sought both qualitative and quantitative
feedback. In our study, we looked at workflows created by students of a
visualization course, which make use of the VTK library [Kit].
Quantitative Feedback. In order to examine the effectiveness of our meth-
ods we designed a questionnaire and applied it to six subjects: three were
experts and three were knowledgeable users. The questionnaire consisted of
three parts. The first part asked users to score different workflow features.
The results are presented in Figure 5.8(a). The workflow description was
seen as most important component, followed by the module types in the
workflow. This supports our intuition that what the workflow does is im-
portant, whether it is described (in text) or presented by showing workflow
specification (the graph). The actual structure, i.e., connectivity and size,
seems less important. Metadata like popularity, author of the workflow, and
creation time were seen as somewhat important, but orthogonal to contents.

In the second part users were presented with four workflows which were
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chosen to reflect differences in size and structure. Each user first chose
the six most important modules in each workflow. Then we counted how
many module types users selected that were common to the modules selected
using the IDF and grouping strategies. The resulting scores are shown in
Figure 5.8(b). The mean score for IDF is 3.4 and the core for grouping
is 2.8. The scores are relatively low since not all users selected the same
modules. Nonetheless, these scores indicate that IDF is a good measure of
importance with the grouping strategy slightly behind. In the second task,
users were asked to score four different snippet types: Snippet 1 contained
the same information as the Yahoo! Pipes snippet in Figure 5.1, showing a
thumbnail of the workflow; Snippet 2 contained structure presented as text
as in Figure 5.3; Snippet 3 contained thumbnail with legend as in Figure 5.7;
and Snippet 4 contained the workflow sub-graph as in Figure 5.6. The results
are presented in Figure 5.8(c). Snippet 3 scores best and also contains the
most information. Snippet 4 comes second, indicating that it may not be
worthwile to have a bigger snippet at a higher cost. Snippet 2 scores better
than Snippet 1, indicating that users prefer to have structural information
in the snippet.

We note that, overall, the scores seem low. This reflects the scale we
used, where 3 = good and 5 = excellent . But it also suggests that there is
room for improvement.
Qualitative Feedback. Preliminary user feedback gave valuable insights.
The users found that showing the neighborhood of the query keyword and
using IDF to find important modules led to better snippets. The labeling
strategy, on the other hand, was criticized because it splits the structure of
the workflow and the contents of the modules. In general, users found it
inconvenient to see groupings that lacked labels and whose structure greatly
differed from the structure of the original workflow (see Figure 5.5).

5.5 Related Work

Current workflow search engines such as Yahoo! Pipes and myExperi-
ment use descriptions and coarse-grained thumbnails in their snippets. Our
work extends this to consider fine-grained structural information. The
WISE [SSC09] workflow search engine addresses the related problem of
showing sub-workflows containing keyword terms. Altintas et al. have
worked on creating reusable components for grid workflows [ABB+05]. Grid
workflows control high performance computational pipelines and include au-
thentication, job scheduling, and data replication. Many different technolo-
gies are used which makes the workflows very specific and hard to reuse.
In their work they show how components can be abstracted into tasks that
are independent of the underlying technology. These components represent
common operations that are easier to understand and reuse. Such compo-
nents are an essential first step in making workflows reusable.

Structural snippets have been explored for XML documents [HLC08],
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where Huang et al. propose a set of requirements for snippets that we used
as the basis for designing workflow snippet generation strategies. Previ-
ous works on snippets for ontologies on the Semantic Web uses semantic
proximity of concepts computed with different tools and databases such as
WordNet2 to calculate the query neighborhood [PWTY08]. They focus on
self-similarity and keyword proximity and have a number of important mea-
sures that could be useful for workflow snippets and we plan to consider this
in future work. Considerable work exists on finding the query neighborhood
for text documents [TTHW07]. Our method is analogous but is applied to
the workflow graph. Our work was inspired, in part, by approaches that
compress network graphs [GL04]. Although these take into account mainly
the topology of the graph, they can be combined with workflow heuristics.
Computing the maximum common sub-graph between any two workflow
graphs is a related problem [SKV+07], but not directly applicable for snip-
pet generation due to its computational complexity. The problem can be
simplified by reducing the workflow structure to a set of module labels, or
a multiset of labels. This simplification has been shown to yield a good
approximation of the workflow structure [SLA+08]. We use this idea in our
group similarity algorithm. Our grouping approach is related to document
snippet clustering [ZHC+04] but creates groups as a connected sub-graph.
Grouping can be compared with agglomerative clustering, whereas our op-
timal approach is similar to k-means.

Zhuge [Zhu02] describes a process-matching approach where workflows
are matched based on the similarity of the operation types. Concept dis-
tances in a predefined process ontology are used to calculate similarity be-
tween workflows. Our workflow similarity approach does not use a process
ontology, and it is not clear what performance gain and overhead this method
has.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents a first study on constructing workflow snippets using
information from the workflow graph. Our preliminary results show that
structural information is useful and conveys important information about
the workflow. Our work hints that the simple IDF strategy is preferable
to the more involved grouping strategy and that snippets that resemble the
actual workflows are preferred by the users. The results also show that there
is room for improvement in the quality of workflow snippets, and we plan
to investigate additional strategies in future work.

User feedback showed the need for a better summarizations of sets of
workflows. We have begun work on a workflow presentation framework
where it is possible to try out different presentation strategies. Our frame-
work is currently being used to explore how similarities between workflows

2http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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can be presented to users. This is ongoing work and part of future research.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Work

This chapter discusses the contributions in this thesis and outlines the di-
rections for future work. Section 6.1 summarizes the contributions and Sec-
tion 6.2 and discusses the most relevant directions for future work.

6.1 Summary

This section discusses the contributions as presented in Chapters 3 to 5.
In Chapter 3 we propose an approach for integrating data provenance.

This approach tries to overcome the shortcomings of the data warehousing
approach: to convert all data provenance to a common provenance model.
Our approach uses the data mediator, which enables access to different
provenance models without the need to convert all data. We show the
feasibility and scalability of the approach and also our experiences of a case
study. The contributions are as follows:

• A global provenance model and a provenance query API showing that
it is possible to create a global provenance model and convert queries
between different provenance models.

• A description of bottlenecks of transitive closure queries in current
data storage models. This shows that efficient provenance queries put
requirements on the provenance storage methods.

• We have identified a need for a unified data identifier model for inte-
grating data provenance. Without such a model, global identifiers and
namespaces are hard to define.

• We have identified a need for a high level query language for prove-
nance and workflows. To specify queries efficiently we need to be able
to construct queries without using model-specific constructs.
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Our case study shows that a data mediator can be used as a scalable
approach to provenance integration. For small data sizes it is more efficient
to convert the data to a common model before querying, but for larger data
sizes the mediator model is required to be able to query multiple sources
simultaneously. The different provenance models share only a small set of
core concepts, which makes such an approach simple to implement.

The case study also highlights some difficulties. The most common types
of provenance queries are generally recursive, e.g., searching for a specific
record at an unknown depth in a provenance hierarchy. Such queries would
require an unknown number of joins in a SQL database. To efficiently per-
form such queries it is often necessary to rely on implementation-specific
methods, which are not available in all cases. In practice, these kinds of
queries should be supported in any large-scale provenance store, so it may
not be an issue in practice.

When using data from different storage models, it is necessary to make
sure that the data items have unique identifiers. In general this is not the
case and identifiers will need to be made unique to avoid name clashes.
This is a general problem in data integration [ZGS06]. The existing work-
flow systems can be encouraged to use global identifiers, but there are also
competing naming schemes available. In this regard, data identifier name
clashes will remain an issue, and need to be addressed in integration ap-
proaches.

The query API in the case study is built on procedural methods to
construct queries. This worked well since the provenance queries we used
were relatively simple. For more complex queries and for better performance
it will be necessary to develop a high-level declarative query language. This
is discussed in future work.

Chapter 4 proposes a method for real-time collaborative workflow de-
sign. This method enables collaborators to work simultaneously on the
same workflow. This is made possible by using the workflow evolution
provenance to maintain different versions of the workflow simultaneously.
We also show how different workflow branches can be merged and how the
evolution provenance are distributed in real time between the collaborators.
The contributions consists of the following:

• A specification of a method that uses workflow design provenance to
make it possible for multiple users to edit a workflow simultaneously.

• A reference implementation showing how the method can be integrated
in a workflow editor.

The usage of the workflow evolution provenance is a new approach to collab-
orative workflow design. This provides new possibilities for people working
together. The general idea is simple, and can be extended to provide ad-
ditional functionality. The mechanisms for fetching and updating the data
can be further optimized and the interface can be extended to provide more
feedback when updates are fetched.
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Chapter 5 proposes new strategies for presenting workflows as search re-
sults. We identify the summarization of workflows as an important problem
in workflow search and propose the use of structural information to create
workflow snippets. The contributions are as follows:

• A specification of requirements for generating workflow snippets which
takes into account the structure of the workflow.

• A proposal for new workflow snippet generation strategies based on
structural information.

• An evaluation of the snippet generation strategies that shows a pref-
erence for IDF-based ranking of structural importance in workflows.

6.2 Future Work

The previous section suggests many directions for future work. This section
will discuss the most important of these, which are:

• Data provenance interoperability – The ability to seamlessly integrate
data provenance between workflow systems. This is the essential part
of collaboration using provenance.

• Query Languages for Workflows and Provenance – Development of
expressive query languages that support the needs for workflows and
provenance.

• Presenting Workflow Search Results – Develop methods for presenting
global properties of workflow collections. This is an essential part of
workflow search engines and workflow reuse.

• Workflow Ranking – Improve the ranking for workflows by using struc-
tural information. This is another essential part of workflow search
engines and largely unexplored for structured workflow queries.

6.2.1 Data Provenance Interoperability

Data provenance interoperability is an essential topic in this thesis. We
explored a mediation approach to provenance ineroperability and identified
a number of issues related to scalability of our method. To fully evaluate
the scalability of our solution it will be necessary to find suitable real-world
scenarios and data. One suitable source of data is the Open Provenance
Model (OPM) project [MFF+08], which is described in Section 3.2.3. OPM
is currently being developed as part of the Provenance Challenge1. It is
designed as a lightweight and general provenance model able to express
different kinds of provenance. OPM has many collaborators, who contribute

1More information can be found at: http://twiki.ipaw.info/bin/view/Challenge/
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data provenance that can be used by other project members. It will be
possible to use these data sets to further investigate the scalability of our
mediation approach.

6.2.2 Query Languages for Workflows and Provenance

We would like to explore usable query languages and interfaces for querying
data provenance. We have developed a provenance query language (de-
scribed in Chapter 3), with a query API uses low-level constructs which
makes it complex for end-users to specify queries. It can, nonetheless, be
used as the basis for high-level query languages and interfaces. Specifi-
cally, we plan to develop automatic mechanisms for translating high-level
provenance queries into calls to the query API, for example: queries de-
fined through a query-by-example interface [SKV+07]; and through domain-
specific provenance languages [SKS+08]. In Section 2.3 we show that models
for provenance and workflows are based on the same concepts, and similar
query languages can be used in both models. This means our provenance
query language can also be applied to workflow models, and used in workflow
search engines. Currently we have only used keyword search in our workflow
search engine, but enabling structured workflow queries can be achieved by
using our provenance query language.

6.2.3 Presenting Workflow Search Results

In Chapter 5 we explored strategies for presenting workflow search results.
We presented strategies for displaying summarizations of workflows using
structural information. An important next step is to integrate the snippet
generation strategies into a workflow search engine and evaluate it in a
realistic scenario. This will enable an efficient means of browsing workflow
collections, which is an essential part of a workflow search engine.

6.2.4 Workflow Ranking

Workflow ranking is the process of determining the relevance of a workflow
to a user query. It is important to have a ranking that captures the user’s
intent and is able to retrieve relevant workflows. In Chapter 5 we ranked
workflows by indexing the module names, descriptions, title, parameters;
etc.; and using TF/IDF weighting on the terms to compute the ranking.
This works well for keyword search, but it needs to be studied for structured
queries, since the structure of the query will need to be taken into account
when doing the ranking. Ranking, together with the presentation of search
results, are the two essential parts of a workflow search engine. Once they
work together, they can be a great tool for workflow reuse and scientific
collaboration.
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